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Introduction

The Gonioscope was developed to capture the entire 360 degrees of the angle using a unique 16 surface multi-mirrored prism lens. By optimizing the multimirror prism lens, a white LED is projected into the angle, simulating indirect static gonioscopy. Captured images can be stitched together to provide a view of the entire angle to support angle assessment and clinical findings.
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*1* Images courtesy of Prof. C. E. Traverso, MD, Clinica Oculistica, Di.N.O.G.M.I., University of Genova - Ospedale Rodolfo S. Martin, Italy

*2* Images courtesy of Assist. Prof. Luis Abegao Pinto, MD, PhD, University of Lisbon, Portugal

* Images courtesy of Vikas Chopra, MD, Doheny Eye Institute, UCLA, USA

* Images courtesy of Assist. Prof. Luis Abegao Pinto, MD, PhD, University of Lisbon, Portugal
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Surgical evaluation
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Images courtesy of Assist. Prof. Luis Abegao Pinto, MD, PhD, University of Lisbon, Portugal
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Clinical and surgical evaluation
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*1 Images courtesy of Assist. Prof. Luis Abegao Pinto, MD, PhD, University of Lisbon, Portugal
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Automated Gonioscopy Clinical Cases
GS-1 Gonioscope

* Image courtesy of Prof. C. E. TRAVERSO, MD, Clinica Oculistica, Di.N.O.G.M.I., University of Genova - Ospedale Policlinico S. Martino, Italy

Brochure and listed features of the device are intended for non-US practitioners.
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